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Abstract—Bipedal locomotion is a popular area of study across multiple fields (e.g., biomechanics, neuroscience and robotics). Different hypotheses and models have tried explaining how humans achieve stable locomotion. Perturbations that produce shifts in the nominal periodic orbit of the joint kinematics during locomotion could inform about the manner in which the human neuromechanics represent the phase of gait. Ideally, this type of perturbation would modify the progression of the human subject through the gait cycle without deviating from the nominal kinematic orbits of the leg joints. However, there is a lack of publicly available experimental data with this type of perturbation. This paper presents the design and validation of a perturbation mechanism and an experimental protocol capable of producing phase-shifting perturbations of the gait cycle. The effects of this type of perturbation on the gait cycle are statistically quantified and analyzed in order to show that a clean phase shift in the gait cycle was achieved. The data collected during these experiments will be publicly available for the scientific community to test different hypotheses and models of human locomotion.

Index Terms—gait analysis, perturbations, locomotion control, phase-dependent behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bipedal locomotion is a trademark of humans and few other species on this planet. Understanding the control principles on how bipedal locomotion works as well as the biological processes involved has been a popular subject of study. As a consequence, different hypotheses on the evolutionary history as well as on the functional behavior of walking have been investigated [1]. The benefits of studying and understanding human locomotion can be transcendental by, for example, helping design powered prosthetic legs that could mimic the behavior of natural limbs. This would allow amputees to walk more naturally and efficiently. Understanding how humans react to external perturbations while walking (e.g., tripping, slipping, etc.) is also of importance as it can be meaningful to multiple applications (e.g., prevention of falls in older populations [2], [3], safety in industry [4], prosthetic design and control [5], [6], and bipedal robots [7]–[11]).

Different hypotheses and models explaining how the human body is able to achieve stable locomotion have been previously proposed. These hypotheses and models agree that the human body needs to somehow synchronize the leg joints in order to achieve stable walking. Some hypotheses have proposed that there exists an internal clock, such as a central pattern generator (CPG) [12]–[14] or coupled oscillators [15], [16], helping keep the body synchronized and in rhythm through the entire gait cycle. However, other hypotheses propose that synchronization during walking could be achieved merely by reflex responses and that only synergistic cooperation between proprioception feedback and muscle activation is necessary to achieve stable locomotion [17]. These models inform neuroscientists about the different neural architectures that might be used in humans during locomotion. These models have been extensively studied in computer simulations [17], [18], but it would be of great interest to the scientific community to use human data to validate their accuracy.

A key feature describing the synchrony of multi-joint patterns is the phase of gait. In a periodic process, such as the gait cycle, phase is a scalar quantity representing the location on the periodic orbit of multi-joint kinematics. Specifically, if this quantity is given at a particular point in time then it is possible to determine the entire configuration of the system along the nominal periodic orbit. Due to the complexity and the vast amount of degrees of freedom involved in locomotion, it is difficult to compute and sketch a multidimensional representation of the gait cycle’s phase. The previously mentioned neuromechanical hypotheses have different ways of representing the phase of the gait cycle (i.e., the overall synchronization of the leg joint patterns), often depending on the entire system state or extended states in higher-dimensional dynamics. To address this challenge, it has been proposed that a single mechanical variable could provide a robust representation of gait cycle phase [6], [19]. Perturbation experiments capable of shifting the timing of the gait cycle would be useful to validate the efficacy of these different models and hypotheses at representing phase in human locomotion.

Perturbation experiments are used to understand and study the underlying principles governing the behavior of a system (in our case the gait cycle) [20]. In particular, one can determine specific properties of the biomechanics governing the gait cycle by analyzing a human subject’s response after a perturbation (e.g., [21]–[24]). For this methodology it becomes obvious that the perturbation itself needs to be controlled,
repeatable, and unexpected to the subject in order to reliably identify the natural human response. To study inter-joint synchronization, these perturbations should occur along the nominal periodic orbit of the system in order to elicit a phase-shifting response rather than transient corrections back to the nominal orbit.

A data set of the human response to phase-shifting perturbations is needed in order to test the different hypotheses on the neuromechanics of the human gait cycle. In particular, the literature lacks publicly available data about the human response to multi-joint phase-shifting perturbations in order to correctly validate the different neuromechanics hypotheses. We propose that translational anterior-posterior perturbations of the stance foot will accelerate or decelerate the progression of the gait cycle without substantially deviating from the nominal period orbit of the leg joints. This kinematic response could then be used to compare and validate the current results gathered from computer simulations of the different hypotheses. This paper presents the design of a mechanism paired with an experimental protocol capable of producing phase-shifting perturbations of the gait cycle. We validate the mechanism and protocol design by showing that a phase shift occurs along the nominal periodic orbit of the leg joint kinematics.

A. Related Work

Perturbing the gait cycle is one of the most common methods used to study properties associated with the response of the human body during locomotion. Perturbation studies often consist of unexpectedly disturbing one or more leg joints during walking, thus disrupting specific periods of the gait cycle. There are different biomechanical properties that can be studied from such experiments (e.g., joint impedances [21–25], gait cycle phase [6, 26], etc.). The type of perturbation used in a particular experiment is highly dependent on the biomechanical property that needs to be studied.

As an example, if the impedance of a particular joint is to be studied experimentally then joint-level perturbations are carefully designed for the joint [22–25]. However, if a hypothesis regarding the overall gait cycle is being studied (e.g., behavior of humans to slipping conditions), then a multi-joint perturbation might be needed [3, 4, 27, 28]. In this paper we focus mainly on multi-joint perturbations since we are looking at phasing of the gait cycle rather than the behavior of a specific joint.

Examples of mechanisms capable of producing multi-joint perturbations can be found in [3, 4, 19, 27–30], where different hypotheses and properties were studied. In [30] the response of people to slipping conditions was studied, whereas in [27] a multi-axial machine was specifically built and validated to alter the gait cycle in different directions. These papers did not focus on producing a phase shift along (or tangential to) the nominal orbit of the gait cycle. In addition, the data sets of these experiments are not publicly available and thus cannot be used to study different hypotheses. In the case of slip studies [3, 4], the perturbations are not bidirectional at specific phases and thus cannot study forward and backward phase shifts. Moreover, the displacement of the center of mass (COM) and onset time of the perturbation cannot be controlled in a slip. One exception is the controlled slip allowed by the mechatronic shoe in [31, 32]. In this paper we focus mainly on perturbations capable of producing a phase shift of the gait cycle in a controlled, repeatable manner.

Phase-shifting perturbations can be produced by mechanically manipulating the leg joints [19] or by changing the sensory perception of a subject walking [33]. A phase-shifting perturbation slows or advances the overall progression of the gait cycle (i.e., decelerating or accelerating through the leg joint patterns). Ideally for studying inter-joint or inter-limb synchronization, a clean phase shift would not disrupt the periodic orbits of the joints, thus keeping them synchronized at a different location on the orbit. Previous experiments studying mechanical phase perturbations were done using rotational perturbations occurring only at the ankle in [26]. The difference between these previous experiments and ours is that we are evoking an overall gait (i.e., multi-joint) response. The main goal in this paper is to provide the design of a machine capable of producing perturbations as well as an experimental protocol to study phase-dependent control mechanisms of human locomotion.

A preliminary design of the mechanism and experimental protocol can be found in [19]. In the present study, the results of only one able-bodied subject were used to demonstrate the ability of a mechanical variable to represent the phase of gait. In this paper, we give a more detailed explanation of the experimental protocol, present data for ten human subjects, and statistically show the phase-shifting effects of the perturbation on the human subjects’ gait cycle.

B. Contribution

Experimental data is necessary to validate different models and hypotheses related to the neuromechanics involved in the gait cycle (e.g., CPG, neureflex models, etc.). Each of these models has been extensively studied using computer simulations, but there is a lack of experimental data to validate the ability of such models to represent gait cycle phasing. We propose an experimental protocol, in conjunction with the design of a custom machine capable of producing phase-shifting perturbations, to collect quantitative data for the study of such models and hypotheses. The data gathered from these experiments will be publicly available to researchers. We envision that this data will be a powerful tool, when combined with modeling and simulation results, in understanding the different hypotheses describing human locomotor control.

In addition to the study of different neuromechanical models, the data from these experiments can help in the investigation of biomechanical properties of the human leg. For example, these experiments can be used to validate the hypothesis of a single mechanical variable as a robust representation of the phase of the gait cycle (i.e., the phase variable hypothesis) [6]. How humans control their interlimb coordination during the gait cycle is another question that can be studied with the data from these experiments. In particular, one could answer the question of how humans synchronize their leg patterns after
to be within a specific range to modify steady gait without interrupting the gait cycle (i.e., without deviating the leg joint angles outside their nominal range of motion). Mathematically this type of perturbation could keep the dynamical state of the human on or nearby the nominal periodic orbit but with a shift in phase (or location along the orbit). Even though there have been experiments perturbing the gait cycle using a treadmill [34]–[36], our mechanism was design to provide faster perturbations that those achievable on a treadmill.

The largest perturbation considered for this purpose would cause a 5 degree change in the global leg angle (the angle between vertical and the vector going from the hip joint to the ankle), which normally has a 60 degree range of motion [37]. Assuming the hip position remains stationary during the perturbation, a 10 cm displacement would cause approximately a 5 degree change in the global leg angle. Although the mechanism was designed for this maximum displacement, our human subjects study only considered 5 cm perturbations for safety reasons. The values of the acceleration and speed necessary for the perturbation were calculated using a linear segment with parabolic blends (LSBP) method, where the constraints enforced were the specific displacement and time duration for the perturbation.

These perturbations needed to be produced in both the forward and backward directions (i.e., in and against the direction of walking, respectively, as shown in Figure 2) to induce both forward and backward phase shifts and to prevent subjects from compensating for anticipated perturbations in any one direction. The mechanism was also designed to withstand normal impact loads of up to 240 kg, since future experiments may involve subjects running.

A rod-style ball nut screw drive linear actuator (Model: SPL-RSA50-BN01-SK9-LMI-MP2-CLV, Tolomatic, Inc., Hamel, MN, USA) was used to move the force plate (i.e., contact surface) horizontally on top of the mechanism, Figure 1. This actuation system was custom made to achieve the specified displacement, speed, and loading requirements. The actuator was set in motion by a 2 kW AC servomotor (Model: R2AA13200DXP00M, SANYO DENKI CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan). The motor was mounted in-line with the linear actuator to give a direct drive actuation. This yielded a faster and more efficient mechanism. The motor required a 3 phase, 220 VAC power input and was fused at 20 A. The rated torque of the motor was 6.37 Nm. It was controlled by a servo amplifier (Model: RS1A10AA, SANYO DENKI CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan) with closed-loop position control using an optical, high resolution absolute encoder (Model: PA035, SANYO DENKI CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan). The control scheme was a PID controller, where the PID gains could be set for the motor to get a desired performance response for the actuation system. The combination of the servomotor and the rod-style actuator fulfilled the desired specifications.

A portable force plate (Model: 9260AA6, Kistler, Winterthur, Switzerland) was mounted onto an adapter plate on top of the actuator. When a subject stepped on the force plate, the mechanism would activate the motor after a predetermined time delay, thus setting the mechanism in motion. The adapter plate was guided by four linear load bearings through steel
rails. These rails permitted only a horizontal motion of the adapter plate and the force plate. Figure 1. The end-effector of the actuator was attached to the center of the adapter plate from below. As a safety measure, the perturbation mechanism had two reed switches that could stop the actuator outside its specific range of motion.

In order to integrate the sensing and actuation instruments of the perturbation mechanism, a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC, Model: CTC5220, Control Technology Corporation, MA, USA) was used. The PLC had multiple analog and digital I/Os. The reed switches and the emergency stop button were connected to the digital inputs. Two channels of the force plate were connected to the analog inputs of the PLC and a threshold signal was set to detect contact with the force plate. The digital and analog outputs of the PLC were connected to the servo amplifier, allowing control of the servomotor. Low-level algorithms were programmed in the PLC to control different actions of the motor (see Section III-A). An external PC was used to oversee and direct these algorithms according to the experimental protocol described in the following section. The communication between the PLC and the computer was done using TCP/IP through an ethernet cable and an OPC server client. Figure 3 shows a general overview of the routing connections and hardware components.

**B. Validation of the Mechanism**

We tested the ability of the machine to provide fast step input perturbations. The machine was set at its maximum velocity \( v = 1 \text{ m/s} \) and an upper bound on the acceleration was chosen \( a = 100 \text{ m/s}^2 \). Step inputs of several magnitudes were commanded to the machine, and the time to achieve such magnitudes was recorded \( \Delta t \). For each magnitude the step input was repeated ten times and the experimental time and magnitudes were measured and averaged. Figure 4 shows the average time period \( \Delta t \) needed to achieve a specific magnitude. It can be seen that the mechanism is able to provide fast and high amplitude step input perturbations as needed to effect phase shifts to the gait cycle.

The perturbation mechanism was embedded in the middle of an 8 m walkway (Figure 2), where the top of the force plate was level with the walkway surface. The target perturbation profile (i.e., 5 cm in 100 ms) was validated with the mechanism.

**Fig. 2.** Top view of the experimental setup. The subject walked along an 8 m walkway, stepping on the force plate in the center. The perturbation mechanism produced a perturbation at random when the subject stepped on it. The subject was asked to walk naturally from the starting position to the final position, after which the subject turned around and repeated.

**Fig. 3.** Connection diagram of the perturbation mechanism with highlighted hardware. The perturbation mechanism reads the analog signal from the force plate to later actuate the platform through a servomotor. The motion capture cameras and Giganet box acquire and synchronize the experimental data to be stored and post-processed in a PC.

**Fig. 4.** The magnitude of a perturbation (x-axis) versus the time needed to achieve such magnitude. \( r^2 = 0.92 \).
under loaded and unloaded conditions (i.e., with and without a human subject stepping on it). A motion capture system (Vicon, Oxford, UK) was used to collect the motion of the mechanism by attaching reflective markers to the force plate (Figure 1). A total of 40 perturbations were commanded to the mechanism with no subject walking on top of the force plate (i.e., unloaded condition) and the mean perturbation motion was computed, Figure 5. It can be seen that the magnitude and response time of the perturbation correspond to the ideal perturbation (i.e., 5 cm in 100 ms). Later, a total of 40 perturbations were commanded to the mechanism when a person was stepping onto the force plate (i.e., loaded condition) during walking over an elevated walkway. The mean perturbation trajectories of the loaded and unloaded conditions can be seen in Figure 5, and both are almost identical in magnitude and response time. In fact, the correlation coefficient between these two perturbation trajectories is 0.99. This shows that the perturbation profile commanded was invariant to human loads on the mechanism.

C. Effects of Perturbations on the Force Plate

The effect of the high acceleration perturbations on the force plate resulted on unwanted high frequency noise, specifically in the direction of motion (the x-axis of the force plate). We computed the frequency response of the force plate channels, using a fast fourier transformation algorithm (FFT) in MATLAB, under loaded conditions (Figure 6). Noise is visible in the high frequency bands of the x-axis and not visible in the y- or z-axis of the force plate. We concluded that a low-pass second-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz (implemented in MATLAB) would be adequate to remove the majority of the noise from the force plate channels as in [21], [26]. The performance of the filter in the force channels can be seen in Figure 7.

III. DESIGN AND VALIDATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

In this section we will review the experimental protocol intended to produce phase shifts in a human’s gait cycle. We will present the experimental results and the statistical analysis that shows that the human subjects experienced a clean phase shift along the nominal periodic orbit of the leg joint kinematics.

A. Experimental Protocol

The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Texas at Dallas. A total of ten able-bodied subjects (4 women) were recruited in order to validate the experimental design and collect a sufficient data set for statistical tests of motor control hypotheses. The adult human subjects (Mean ± STD, height: 175.44 cm ± 6.10 cm, weight: 76.25 kg ± 7.40 kg) gave written informed consent of the experimental protocol prior to experimentation. Anthropomorphic measurements (e.g., leg length, hip width, knee width, etc.) were taken from each subject and later entered into the motion capture software Nexus (Vicon, Oxford, UK) to create a 3D kinematic model with the help of the
Plug-in-Gait module. Reflective markers and surface EMG sensors were placed onto the legs as described in Section III-B. Subjects were asked to wear comfortable clothes that would not interfere with motion capture.

The experiment contained four sets of 72 trials, where each trial consisted of the subject walking from a fixed starting point, stepping with their right foot on the force plate in the middle of the walkway, and continuing to walk until the end of the walkway, Figure 9. Although force plate targeting does not significantly alter gait kinetics [38] or kinematics [39], the subject was given time before data collection to find a preferred starting point on the walkway to achieve consistent, clean contact on the force plate with minimal targeting. Handrails were located along the walkway to mitigate the risk of falling, but the subjects did not use them at any time during the experiments.

The perturbation start time was chosen randomly as 100 ms, 250 ms, or 500 ms after initial contact (IC) with the force plate. At these specific times, the hip, knee, and ankle joints are typically in a monotonic region of the gait cycle. Thus, a perturbation at these instants would not cause the joints to deviate from their usual range of motion during steady gait and would keep the joint kinematics on the nominal periodic orbit to effect a clean phase shift. A supplemental video of these perturbation conditions is available for download.

The PLC initiated one of three preprogrammed subroutines whenever the subject stepped on the force plate (triggered by a vertical force of 25 N, Figure 8). The first option set the motor into an immobile state for no perturbation. The second and third options respectively set the mechanism into forward or backward motion—in or against the direction of walking—after a randomized delay of 100 ms, 250 ms, or 500 ms from IC. The force plate traveled a distance of 5 cm over 100 ms in either direction. In order to decide what perturbation condition would occur, a randomized array of conditions was created using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). This array was configured to give non-perturbations a 50% probability of incidence, and the forward or backward conditions a 25% probability of incidence each. For the forward or backward conditions the perturbation timings were randomized with equal probability. This array was set into LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) to control the onset of each subroutine programmed in the PLC.

B. Data Acquisition

Besides serving as a triggering device, the force plate mounted on the perturbation mechanism was also used to collect the subject’s GRF at a sample rate of 1 kHz. The force plate measurements were filtered as described in Section II-C.

Kinematic data was collected by ten motion capture cameras (Model: T20S, Vicon, Oxford, UK) that measured the 3D spatial coordinates of reflective markers attached to bony landmarks on the subject’s body. The data acquisition rate for the cameras was set to 100 Hz. The hip, knee, and ankle joint angle kinematics were captured for both legs during the experiment. A total of eight Trigno wireless surface EMG sensors (Delsys, Natick, MA) were attached to the subject’s major muscle groups on their legs. Specifically, a sensor was placed in the vicinity of the rectus femoris (RF), biceps femoris (BF), tibialis anterior (TA), and gastrocnemius (GC) for each leg. All data collected from the force plate, EMG sensors, and cameras were synchronized through the use of a Giganet box (Vicon, Oxford, UK). This data was then stored in Vicon Nexus, which directly filtered and post-processed the kinematic data. Impulses in the force plate measurements and the velocity of the heel marker were used to define the gait cycle period.

The data was post-processed in a custom MATLAB script that detected outliers. The trials whose kinematic data (i.e., hip, knee, and ankle joint angles) were three standard deviations away from the mean were treated as outliers and thus removed from the overall pool of meaningful kinematic data. The EMG signals were rectified and low-pass filtered (second order bi-directional Butterworth low-pass filter, $f_c = 40$ Hz). Outliers were removed, per subject, for trials where the EMG signal was three standard deviations away from the mean. The signals were normalized, per subject, with respect to the maximum contraction that occurred during the experiment (i.e., 4 sets of 72 trials, Section III-A). Finally, the average
EMG signals were computed for each perturbation condition and subject [40].

C. Validation of the Experimental Protocol

Fig. 10. Results from the cross-correlation function across each joint angle trajectory, i.e., hip (top), knee (middle), and ankle (bottom). “NP” stands for non-perturbed trajectories whereas “P” stands for perturbed trajectories. The lag of the signals is normalized by the percentage of the gait cycle.

The experimental protocol was conducted with a total of ten able-bodied subjects. A supplemental downloadable dataset contains the subject-specific means and standard deviations for the joint kinematics, ground reaction forces, EMG activations, and temporal gait parameters. This section analyzes the dataset in order to validate the experimental protocol and the dataset itself for use in studies of phase-dependent behavior.

The across subject average joint kinematics were obtained to verify that the perturbations shifted the gait cycle with respect to its original timing. Figure 11 shows the joint kinematics with perturbations occurring at 100 ms and 250 ms. For both onset times it can be seen that, in general, a forward perturbation (i.e., the mechanism moves the stance foot forward) decelerates the gait cycle and thus the gait cycle has a longer duration to completion. A backward perturbation accelerates the gait cycle and produces a shorter duration of gait cycle. This supports our protocol and mechanism design for affecting the phase of the gait cycle. The results for the onset time of 500 ms are omitted because those perturbations did not produce any kinematic effect. This could be due to the fact that at this point in time the subject is in the double support period and thus in a more stable position.

A statistical analysis was done across all subjects to confirm the hypothesis that the perturbations significantly change the gait cycle duration. Per subject the mean non-perturbed gait cycle duration was normalized to 100% and the mean perturbed gait cycle duration, for each of the different perturbation conditions, was computed as a percentage with respect to the non-perturbed gait cycle duration, Table I. Forward perturbations produced longer gait cycles, whereas backward perturbations produced shorter gait cycles. A t-test was performed comparing the perturbed and non-perturbed gait cycle durations. Table II shows the p-values for a lower tail t-test where the alternative hypothesis was that the perturbed gait cycle duration was greater than the non-perturbed gait cycle duration (i.e., \( P_{\%} > N P_{\%} \)). An upper tail t-test was also performed for the opposite case (i.e., \( P_{\%} < N P_{\%} \)). The backward perturbation conditions (i.e., 100 BWD and 250 BWD) produced a statistically significant shorter duration whereas the forward perturbation conditions (i.e., 100 FWD and 250 FWD) produced a statistically significant greater duration. This shows that overall the perturbations where able to advance or delay the gait cycle.

A cross-correlation analysis can measure the lag of one

![Graph showing cross-correlation results](image-url)
time series relative to another [41]. This analysis permits computing the time difference in each joint’s kinematic pattern produced by the perturbation [42]. The cross-correlation was taken between the across-subject averaged perturbed and non-perturbed kinematic variables (i.e., hip, knee, and ankle angles) 100 ms after the perturbation occurred, Figure 10. In Table III it can be seen that a backward perturbation produces a positive time shift whereas a forward perturbation produces a negative time shift, which corresponds to our hypothesis. The correlation coefficient was computed between the non-perturbed and perturbed joint trajectories after shifting the perturbed joint trajectories by the time difference computed from the cross-correlation function, Table IV. Correlation coefficients as high as one and as low as 0.96 suggest that 100 ms after the perturbation the joint trajectories remained on their nominal orbit. Furthermore, the phase portrait of each joint angle of the perturbed leg are shown across different perturbations in Figure 12. This representation is useful to see how the joint angles and velocities return to their nominal periodic orbit after the perturbation ends.

IV. DISCUSSION

These results confirm that the proposed mechanism and protocol produced phase shifts in the gait cycle. From Figure 11 it can be seen that a forward perturbation produced a negative time shift whereas a backward perturbation produced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perturbation</th>
<th>Hip</th>
<th>Knee</th>
<th>Ankle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100BWD</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100FWD</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250BWD</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250FWD</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlation coefficients were computed after shifting the perturbed joint trajectories by the time difference computed from the cross-correlation, Table III.

![Fig. 11. Hip, knee, and ankle angles of the initiating leg (i.e., leg stepping on the force plate) over time with and without perturbations occurring at 100 ms (left) and 250 ms (right) after IC. The shaded region represents one standard deviation away from the mean.](image-url)
a positive time shift. Because the perturbed and nominal trajectories overlap modulo this time shift, we can conclude that the perturbation was along the nominal periodic orbit and thus corresponds to a clean phase shift. Table III shows that the time shift depended on both the direction type (backward or forward) and onset time (100 ms or 250 ms) of the perturbation. For example, a backward perturbation occurring at 100 ms after IC produced half the time shift of a backward perturbation occurring at 250 ms after IC. A similar behavior can be seen from the forward perturbations, this could be related to the stability of the center of mass (COM) of the subject and its sensitivity to accelerations or decelerations of

Fig. 12. Phase portraits across different perturbation conditions of the perturbed leg joint angle trajectories: hip (top), knee (middle), and ankle (bottom). The length of each arrow represents a 100 ms time difference between the origin and the head of the arrow. The head of the arrow is pointing towards the motion of the phase portrait. Note that the second arrows (representing 200 ms after perturbation onset) point approximately back to the nominal orbits. The blue plus sign and red cross sign represent the 100 ms and 250 ms perturbation onset times after initial contact, respectively.

the stance foot at the moment when the perturbation occurred. However, the phase shift was consistent within each timing condition as quantified in Tables I and III.

The phase shifts were congruent between joints except the ankle. In Table III it can be seen that the hip and knee joint kinematics appear synchronized for the remainder of the gait cycle. The ankle joint appears to have a slightly different timing than the other joints after the perturbation. In addition, Figure 12 shows how the joint kinematics return to their nominal periodic orbit after a perturbation. In particular, for the hip and knee joint trajectories it takes about 100 ms from the end of a perturbation to converge back to their nominal periodic orbit whereas for the ankle trajectory it takes longer. One explanation could be that the ankle trajectory was perturbed off its nominal orbit, causing a longer transient effect. There could also be neuromechanical differences between the ankle joint and the more proximal leg joints. In particular, it seems that the ankle joint is more sensitive to the perturbation. Similar conclusions were reached in [43] and [6], where a proximo-distal control is hypothesized in biped locomotion. In this hypothesis the most distal joint (i.e., ankle joint) is influenced by a force feedback loop during locomotion, whereas the more proximal joints (i.e., hip and knee joints) are ruled by feedforward control from the spinal cord.

Due to the fact that the trials were randomized it was impossible for the subject to compensate in any particular direction, but it was possible to co-contract their muscles
in order to stiffen their leg. The EMG signals suggest that the majority of the subjects did not anticipate or compensate the perturbation. Upon visual inspection, abnormal co-contractions may have occurred at the beginning (0% - 5%) and end (95% - 100%) of the gait cycle, but not during the time when a perturbation could have occurred, Figure 13. Subjects quickly felt comfortable with the procedure after experiencing the first set of perturbations.

The data gathered from these experiments will be publicly available for scientists (see supplemental downloadable dataset) to use in simulations and tests of neuromechanical hypotheses. As previously mentioned in the introduction, there are multiple hypotheses about the neuromechanics involved during locomotion. Due to the simplicity of the perturbation used in these experiments, scientists could simulate a perturbation of the same magnitude and response time as the one presented here and apply it to their models, e.g., [12] and [17]. One could compare the response of their models with respect to the actual human response, and thus help evaluate and improve their models.

These results also demonstrate that this perturbation mechanism is appropriately designed to study the phase variable hypothesis (i.e., whether a single mechanical variable is capable of parameterizing the gait cycle of a human). The mechanism was able to perturb the joint angles during the stance period of the gait cycle at specific times. Tables I and II show that perturbations caused a phase shift in the kinematics (Figure 11) by accelerating or slowing the gait cycle as hypothesized. Therefore, this mechanism can be used to investigate the potential relationship between the joint kinematic responses and phase variable candidates [6].

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the design and validation of a perturbation mechanism and an experimental protocol capable of producing clean phase-shifting perturbations during the gait cycle. During experiments, the perturbation mechanism moved the stance foot 5 cm in a time span of 100 ms. The experimental protocol was validated by statistically analyzing the time shifts and correlations of the joint angle trajectories between perturbed and non-perturbed conditions. The perturbed joint kinematics did not deviate substantially from their nominal periodic trajectories, thus demonstrating a clean shift of the gait cycle phase. The kinematic, kinetic, and EMG data from this paper will allow scientists to test various neuromechanical hypotheses regarding the synchronization of the joints and coordination of the legs during human locomotion.
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